Electrochemically driven functioning of a battery inevitably induces thermal and mechanical effects, which in turn couple with the electrochemical effect and collectively govern the performance of the battery. However, such a coupling effect, whether favorable or detrimental, has never been explicitly elucidated. Here we use in situ transmission electron microscopy to demonstrate such a coupling effect. We discover that thermally perturbating delithiated LiNi 0.6 Mn 0.2 Co 0.2 O 2 will trigger explosive nucleation and propagation of intragranular cracks in the lattice, providing us a unique opportunity to directly visualize the cracking mechanism and dynamics. We reveal that thermal stress associated with electrochemically induced phase inhomogeneity and internal pressure resulting from oxygen release are the primary driving forces for intragranular cracking that resembles a "popcorn" fracture mechanism. The present work reveals that, for battery performance, the intricate coupling of electrochemical, thermal, and mechanical effects will surpass the superposition of individual effects.
S ince rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIB) were first commercialized in the 1990s, continuous efforts have focused on developing high-energy-density LIBs, which can be accomplished by simultaneously increasing the energy densities of both the cathode and the anode [1] [2] [3] . Silicon-based nanostructured composites and lithium metals are ideal candidates for anodes [4] [5] [6] . For cathodes, layered lithium transition metal oxides have been considered as a class of major players for next-generation LIBs 7, 8 . Specifically, nickel (Ni)-rich-layered cathodes are attracting growing attentions because of their high discharge capacities (~200-220 mA h g -1 ), high rate capability, and reduced cost [9] [10] [11] . To maximize lithium-source utilization, cathodes often are charged (delithiated) to a high voltage. However, excessive extraction of lithium from layered cathodes could cause structural instability, along with other parasitic degradation pathways in LIB cells. It has been observed that high voltage cycling can lead to rapid performance decay, which may be attributed to aggravating redox reactions at the cathode-electrolyte interface 12 , cathode surface-phase transformation 13 , active material dissolution into the electrolyte 14 , electrolyte decomposition 12 , cathode passivation layer formation 15 , intergranular cracking [16] [17] [18] , and intragranular cracking 19, 20 . The origins of these detrimental factors has been correlated to electrochemical, thermal, and mechanical effects 21 . In principle, the electrochemical process often can trigger thermal and mechanical processes, and in turn, the thermo-mechanical effects can mediate the electrochemical process. Thus, these three processes are intimately coupled in ways that result in mutual reinforcement; that is, together they often result in an aggravate effect on battery performance. In the past, much work has focused on delineating individual effects, and the coupling effect has not been explored.
In this work, we integrate in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM), in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD), and modeling to demonstrate such a coupling effect on the intragranular cracking of a Ni-rich LiNi 0.6 Mn 0.2 Co 0.2 O 2 (NMC622) layered cathode. We show that in situ heating of delithiated NMC622 particles, even at initial delithiation from the pristine state, leads to explosive nucleation and propagation of intragranular cracks. Such a phenomenon is absent in fully discharged particles (with lithium being reinserted). Combining ex situ and in situ TEM observations with chemo-mechanical modeling, we reveal that, in response to the temperature increase, electrochemically induced phase inhomogeneity and oxygen evolution cause thermal stress and internal pressure, respectively, which constitute the two primary driving forces for intragranular cracking. In te rg ra nu la r cr ac k work demonstrates that intimate coupling of the electrochemical, thermal, and mechanical processes leads to much more severe cathode degradation.
Results
Electrochemical properties and cycling-induced defect configurations. Li/NMC622 half cells were tested at a C/10 rate at room temperature in 1-M LiPF 6 EC/EMC electrolyte. Two cycling windows were used for the half cells, 2.7-4.5 and 2.7-4.8 V. Figure 1a displays plots of discharge capacities at different cycle numbers, which clearly shows that the cell cycled in the 2.7-4.8 V voltage window exhibits much faster capacity decay, especially during the first 20 cycles. After 20 cycles, the capacity decay slowed but was still faster than the cell cycled at 2.7-4.5 V voltage window. After 100 cycles, the cell cycled in the 2.7-4.5 V voltage window showed 90% capacity retention while the cell cycled in the 2.7-4.8 V voltage window only had 66% retention. High charge cutoff voltage not only resulted in faster capacity decay, but also caused serious voltage fading, as shown in Fig. 1b . In the first cycle, charging NMC622 to 4.8 V obtained a specific charge capacity 252 mA h g −1 , indicating 91% of the lithium ions were extracted from the cathode lattice. When charged to 4.5 V, a specific charge capacity of 223 mA h g -1 was achieved, accounting for 81% of the theoretical capacity (276 mA h g -1 ). Although charging to high voltages can indeed maximize lithium utilization in the first several cycles, rapid capacity and voltage fading leads to relatively poor cyclability. Using focused ion beam (FIB) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we prepared cross-sectional TEM specimens for a detailed investigation. As shown in Supplementary Fig.1 , the cross-sectional SEM images reveal the formation of intergranular cracks in the layered electrodes cycled at 4.5 and 4.8 V. In contrast, intragranular cracks were observed only in the electrode cycled at 4.8 V. As shown in Fig. 1c -h, we compared cross-sectional scanning TEM of high angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) images of the pristine electrode and those after 100 cycles with high charge cutoff voltages at 4.5 and 4.8 V, respectively. All intragranular cracks follow a strict crystallographic preference along the (003) layered plane. These features are consistent with findings from our previous study on LiNi 1/3 Mn 1/3 Co 1/3 O 2 (NMC333) particles 19 and confirm high voltage cycling as the key factor that causes intragranular cracking.
Critical voltage for intragranular cracking. To precisely determine the critical high cutoff voltage for intragranular cracking, we charged the NMC622 to 4.55, 4.6, and 4.65 V. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 , XRD data show that the (003) plane expands due to charging, and intragranular cracks are observed in the sample charged to 4.65 V. Below 4.65 V, intragranular cracks were not observed. Therefore, for NMC622, we determined that the critical voltage for intragranular cracking lies in the range of 4.60-4.65 V (as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2b ). Our results consistently show that high voltage cycling results in deep delithiation, higher internal strain, and even phase transformation 22 .
Intergranular cracking, frequently described as mechanical failure, is considered to be a major contributor to performance decay of layered cathodes 16, 18, 23 . because they create new cathode-electrolyte interfaces leading to unwanted surface degradation, electrolyte consumption, and poor electronic conductivity. Intragranular cracks, although it is hard to quantify their contribution to the overall performance decay, they will ultimately evolve into large cracks, acting like intergranular cracks to negatively impact cycling performance. Furthermore, the density of intragranular cracks are orders of magnitude higher than that of intergranular cracks, leading to destruction of the integrity of layered cathodes. Therefore, understanding the nucleation and propagation of intragranular cracks is of great importance for optimizing layered cathodes. In Fig. 2 , we show that edge dislocations are important nucleation sites of intragranular cracks. Figure 2a shows an edge dislocation with a (003) extra plane that can initiate intragranular cracks 19 . Fig. 2b-d shows that other edge dislocations with (102) extra plane also can initiate intragranular cracks. Compared with an edge dislocation of (003) extra plane, an edge dislocation of (102) extra plane can glide on the (003) plane. It is likely that this gliding of edge dislocation on the (003) plane can promote crack propagation. It should be noted that when viewing an edge dislocation along its Burger's vector, the extra plane cannot be seen (see Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Direct in situ TEM observation of intragranular cracking dynamics. Although the postmortem STEM analysis captures the general features of the intragranular cracks, the cracking dynamics are critically missing. In situ STEM observations provide an opportunity to directly monitor the nucleation and propagation of intragranular crack by heat treatment of the delithiated NMC622 samples. This approach mimics the thermal effect of the electrochemical process that involves exothermic reactions. The delithiated NMC622 samples were prepared by charging the cathode electrode to 4.7 V in a half-cell configuration of Li metal-NMC622. Prior to in situ heating, the delithiated NMC622 particles were examined using STEM-HAADF imaging. It is interesting to note that even the initial charging (delithiated from the pristine state) can lead to formation of intragranular cracks, as shown in Fig. 3a, b and Supplementary Figs. 4, 5a , c, and 6a. Despite cracking, the layered structure of the material was preserved, as confirmed by lattice images and selective area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (Fig. 3a, b Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Intriguingly, when the delithiated samples were heated to high temperatures, many new cracks were explosively introduced and the pre-existing cracks propagated. In Fig. 3 , the particle starts generating new cracks at 275°C. Highresolution STEM-HAADF imaging revealed that a rock-salt phase formed at the free surface of the cracks (Fig. 3f ), thereby widening the crack. In the crack-free regions, the lattice showed spinel features, as evidenced by the fast Fourier transformation inset in Fig. 3e , which was consistent with the SAED pattern shown in the inset of Fig. 3c . Consistent with a previous report 24 , pit formation also was observed (see Fig. 3e ), but it occurred at a lower temperature in our study. More examples of heating-induced cracking are provided in Supplementary Fig. 5 . Cracking dynamics also are shown in Supplementary Movie 1 and snapshots in Supplementary Fig. 6 , where cracks nucleated from both the surface and bulk upon heating. It should be noted that due to intragranular cracking along the (003) lattice planes, for the in situ STEM observation of the nucleation and propagation of the intragranular cracking, it is essential to tilt the crystal to the orientation such that the (003) plane is parallel with the electron beam, otherwise such a cracking event will not be visible as shown in Supplementary Fig. 7 .
To observe the initiation of crack propagation and reveal the underlying atomistic mechanism, we conducted in situ highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) observations on a crack tip to directly monitor lattice evolution during heating. As shown in Fig. 4a , when the temperature reached 150°C, the crack contrast became brighter and the crack gap widened. HRTEM imaging confirmed that the crack center was transformed into the rock-salt phase, while the layered structure remained in crack-free regions. The phase transformation indicates poor thermal stability at the crack surface and heating-induced thermal decomposition preferentially occurs at cracked regions. From room temperature to 150°C, the crack propagated a few nanometers. Heating the sample to 172°C resulted in further crack propagation, as shown in Fig. 4a, b .
Above 172°C, the crack tip arrested, suggesting that the thermally induced driving force for crack propagation no longer exceeds the fracture resistance. Based on the in situ HRTEM observations, we schematically illustrate in Fig. 4c the crack-propagation process during heating. As the first step, the crack surface region is locally decomposed into the rock-salt structure, accompanied with release of oxygen. As the temperature is increased further, sufficiently high thermal stress is generated in the sample, driving crack propagation. The newly generated crack surfaces undergo thermal decomposition and release oxygen. Crack-free regions concurrently undergo thermal decomposition, causing disordering of the layered lattice.
To further validate the in situ TEM observations, we conducted in situ XRD measurements on the delithiated NMC622 samples. As shown in Fig. 5a , the (003) peak shifts to a high angle, and its peak intensity significantly decreases due to heating. Correspondingly, the (101) peak shifts to a low angle, indicating larger inplane lattice parameters (a, b). The XRD signals are taken from bulk materials, thus providing compelling evidence of an overall structural change of the delithiated NMC622. Supplementary  Fig. 8 shows the intragranular cracking and thermal decomposition that occurred in the temperature range 210-230°C. Furthermore, we prepared a cross-section specimen using FIB to directly observe the interior of the bulk after heating to 230°C. As shown in Fig. 4b-d and Supplementary Fig. 9 , cracking and thermal decomposition take place at the interior of the particles, suggesting that the phenomenon is a bulk degradation process rather than a surface-mediated behavior.
While intragranular cracking nucleation and propagation observed in our experiments resulted from external heating, we believe the driving force in heating-induced cracking is similar to cracking induced by electrochemical cycling, which often involves exothermic reactions that release both gas molecules and heat. Heat accumulated during electrochemical cycling could lead to a significant temperature increase during battery operation and eventually thermal runaway. Thus, heating-accelerated structural degradation has been accepted as a validated approach for the study of layered cathode using XRD [25] [26] [27] and TEM 8, 24, 28 . Supplementary Fig. 10 shows that fully discharged NMC622 particles (after 100 cycles in a voltage window of 2.7-4.5 V) do not show any intragranular cracking even when heated to 600°C; only surface layer phase transitions are observed. Such distinctly different responses of the crystals to heating between the delithiated state and the fully discharged (with Li re-inserted) state ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ) clearly demonstrate the coupled effect among the electrochemical, thermal, and mechanical processes.
At low magnification, cycling-induced cracks appear to be similar to heating-induced cracks. However, detailed observations at high magnification reveals that cycling-induced cracks result from the cleaving of neighboring (003) planes, whereas heatinginduced cracks contain rock-salt phases on the crack surfaces ( Fig. 3b, d) . The rock-salt structure arises from decomposition of the original layered structures. Thermal decomposition also leads to a spinel-feature lattice at the subsurfaces and pit formation in the crack-free region. According to previous studies 24, 29 , delithiated layered structures are transformed into a spinel structure and/or a rock-salt structure, depending on the compositions and heating temperatures. In our case, heating-induced thermal decompositions are:
where M = Mn, Co, and Ni, and x is the extracted lithium (0 < x < 1). At the crack-free region, thermal decomposition is mild and forms the spinel-like lattice. At the crack surface, decomposition is severe and leads to formation of the rock-salt phase. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), we can learn that decomposition of a layered cathode requires a release of oxygen. Therefore, it is kinetically easier for oxygen to be released from the crack surface than from the inner bulk, which explains the preferential decomposition of crack surface layers. Lithia leads to weak contrast under STEM-HAADF imaging, showing pit characteristics. Based on SAED and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 11 , lithia is in an amorphous state and enriched in the dark region (pit position). According to Eqs. (1) and (2), thermal decomposition results in phase transformation and also oxygen release. Oxygen release also indicates the exothermic nature of the reactions, which may lead to thermal runaway and safety issues for the battery cells. To further elucidate cracking mechanisms in NMC622 particles during heating, we note that thermally induced material decomposition and cracking are two highly coupled processes. First, the crack surface facilitates thermal decomposition, leading to the formation of rock-salt phase at crack surfaces and spinel phase in the subsurface. This process transforms the original layered structure to a heterogeneous material. Moreover, the starting particle may not be fully delithiated, giving rise to inhomogeneous lithium distribution that also contributes to the material heterogeneity. Because of the different thermal expansion coefficients of the heterogeneous phases, heating induces incompatible strain and hence significant thermal stress, a critical mechanism that drives crack nucleation and propagation. In addition, if the cracks do not fully extend to the outer surface of the particles, the oxygen released during thermal decomposition may be trapped within the cracks. At elevated temperatures, the trapped oxygen molecules exert internal pressure onto the incubation and the real crack surfaces, presenting an additional driving force for crack nucleation and propagation. Furthermore, our EELS analysis suggests that cracking is accompanied by oxygen evolution. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 12 , the prepeak on the oxygen K-edge is depressed, indicating the formation of oxygen vacancies 30 . Therefore, the oxygen concentration in the crack region is low. Thus, intergranular cracking and material decomposition mutually enhance one another, presenting a fracture mechanism that resembles "popcorn" cracking under heating. It should be noted that crack growth will relax the local strain, and to a certain point, the driving force cannot sustain further cracking. That explains why the crack density reaches a maximum during heating. Once the internal strain is fully relaxed, even heating the sample to higher temperatures will not lead to further crack growth or creation.
Discussion
To elucidate the coupling effect, we performed comprehensive mechanistic analyses on different origins of driving forces for crack propagation in NMC622 particles (see Supplementary  Methods and Supplementary Table 1 ). In Fig. 6a , we first consider the driving force due to inhomogeneous lithium distribution without heat treatment, assuming the lithium concentration linearly increases from the outer surfaces (almost fully delithiated) to the center (~20% lithium remains). This inhomogeneous distribution causes mismatched chemical strain, leading to stress concentration near the crack tip. The driving force for crack propagation measured by the J-integral is relatively small (J = 45 J cm −2 ). In Fig. 6b , we consider material inhomogeneity stemming from both phase transformation and inhomogeneous lithium concentration. In particular, we set the crack surface as the rock-salt phase with a different thermal expansion coefficient than the rest of the domain; that is, isotropic expansion in the rock-salt phase and anisotropic expansion in the layeredstructure phase. The calculated thermal stress (heated to 275°C) in the material is substantial, and the J-integral also is relatively high (J = 226 J cm -2 ). Note that in an otherwise homogeneous material the thermal stress should vanish and so as the J-integral. In Fig. 6c , we assume that the material is homogeneous, but consider the crack surface pressure due to the presence of the released oxygen molecules using the van der Waals equation at elevated temperature (275°C). Our simulations show that the gas pressure also generates a considerable driving force for crack propagation (J = 240 J cm -2 ). In Fig. 6d , we combine all the effects, which leads to a very high driving force (J-integral, J = 950 J cm -2 ). By setting the extent of thermal decompositions linearly related to temperature during heat treatment, Fig. 6e shows that the driving force is strongly dependent on the temperature in the NMC622 particles. Our results indicate that the fracture driving force at elevated temperatures may well exceed the fracture resistance of the material due to the combined effect, leading to the crack propagation observed in the experiments. To understand why crack nucleation and propagation is less prevalent in thin samples, one notes that thin samples tend to be more homogeneous. This is because heating-induced phase transformation may take place everywhere due to the large surface-to-volume ratio of the thin samples. Thus, the thermal stress induced by material inhomogeneity is negligible in thin samples. In addition, it is unlikely that thin samples are able to trap oxygen molecules within the cracks, as the cracks can easily extend to the outer surface of the thin samples. Thus, both mechanisms for crack propagation prevalent in thick samples are weaker or absent in thin samples. This explains why crack nucleation and propagation are rarely seen in thin samples, while phase transformation is the dominant phenomenon observed in the experiments (Fig. 4) .
In situ STEM observations reveal that the response of delithiated NMC622 to heat treatment resembles the electrochemically cycling-induced battery performance decay, featuring nucleation, and propagation of intragranular cracks. Characteristically, heating-induced intragranular cracking is accompanied with surface phase transformation and oxygen release. Comprehensive mechanistic analyses and modeling reveal that thermal stresses resulting from material phase heterogeneity and internal pressure associated with oxygen release constitute two major driving forces for intergranular cracking. Taken together, the observed intragranular cracking resembles a popcorn fracture mechanism under heating. Our studies offer insights into how the electrochemical process triggers thermal and mechanical processes in battery operation, and how these effects are intimately coupled and mutually strengthened in the degradation of layered cathode materials. This fundamental understanding also sheds light on mitigation of battery-material degradation under complicated electrochemical and thermo-mechanical conditions.
Methods
Cathode material and cell test. NMC622 pristine electrode laminates were provided by the Cell Analysis, Modelling, and Prototyping Facility at Argonne National Laboratory (pristine powders are commercially available and are manufactured by TODA KOGYO Company, Japan). All the cathode electrodes were cycled at a C/10 rate (1C = 180 mA g -1 ) in voltage ranges of 2.7-4.5, 2.7-4.7, and 2.7-4.8 V (details can be found in Ref. 19 ). corrector. In STEM mode the beam current is 60 pA. For high-resolution lattice imaging, the beam dose is around 10 6 e Å -2 . HRTEM observations were conducted on FEI Titan 80-300 Environmental TEM with objective lens corrector. The beam current is 140 pA. The in situ TEM heating holder is carried using a double tilt holder based on resistant heating coil made by Gatan (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA). The sample was heated at a constant rate of 5°C min -1 from room temperature and the temperature is measured using a thermal couple integrated into the holder. In situ XRD experiments were carried out using a Bruker D8 advace Xray diffractometer with a heating stage.
